
Perfect Prints

Clairjet range works with dye and pigment inks both in mat and silk surfaces.
You will find the right paper for all type of prints whatever it is transactional, trans-promotional, or direct 
mail marketing.
The new ICY range, with Clairefontaine’s technology offers both quick drying time, colour density and 
silk surface.
Clairefontaine also offers tailor made solutions for customers with special requirements.  

Clairefontaine Clairjet papers pushes 
the limits of printing quality in high 
speed inkjet. 
The productivity will boost while 
running at high speed. 
With Clairefontaine’s knowledge in 
surface treatment, these papers 
shows a high ink density, perfect dot 
definition as well as a quick drying 
time. The overall result is a better 
competitiveness and return for your 
activity.



Clairbook is the perfect solution for book printing. 
Available in 4 bulks 1.3, 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0 and 2 shades 
white 120 CIE and Ivory, Clairbook enhances the ink 
density in black areas and offers an excellent opacity. 
Clairbook is the versatile solution for book printing as 
it is also compatible with offset and laser processes.

Available in whiteness 120 CIE and in Ivory.

Clairbook

Everjet is a 100% recycled range. designed for dye as 
well as pigment inks, Everjet is the perfect choice for 
transactional print with a low to medium ink coverage.

Everjet 400

Clairjet 400 is the all purpose paper for transactional  
prints. 
It works both with dye and pigments inks. 
Its main qualities are an excellent color reproduction 
and its ability to finishing thanks to its bulk and 
stiffness. 
Competitively priced, it will be the choice for prints 
with medium color coverage.

Available from 60 to 90gsm.

Clairjet  400

Clairjet  1200

The right choice for demanding prints in dye inks, 
perfect for high coverage. With a smooth surface and 
a good stiffness it perfectly works in the finishing 
steps like automatic envelope insertion machines.

Available from 80 to 160 gsm.



The perfect choice for pigment and hybrid inks. High 
colour density, wide colour gamut, uniformity of the 
solid area, fine restitution of the half tones, Clairjet 
1300 has all the quality needed for a perfect 
communication. 
It will enhance the message impact in direct 
marketing activities.
   
Available in silk surface. 
Available from 70 to 160 gsm, 
Two whitenesses: 152 CIE and 162 CIE.

Clairjet  1300 ICY

Designed for pigment and hybrid inks it enhances the 
color density of the prints. The right choice for higher 
ink coverage. 

Available in glossy surface.   
Available from 70 to 190 gsm, 
Two whitenesses: 152 CIE and 162 CIE. 

Clairjet  1000 ICY

Thanks to Clairjet ICY papers, the inkjet printing process can be compared to offset printing on coated papers.


